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• Using a Category -> Genre -> Subgenre hierarchy we 

are able to differentiate games in a meaningful way and 

offer accurate insights for all individual game types 

currently found in the market

• Our taxonomy is created together with industry 

experts and is based on thorough testing and data-

analysis of the market

• In this report we are focusing on the Casino category

GameRefinery’s Genre Taxonomy

GameRefinery uses a three-layered 

approach to categorize games



Casino games are a rather odd bunch in comparison to other mobile game
genres, as they are not “video games” in the traditional sense, but rather mobile
extensions of the real casino world (with the exception that you can’t win real
money). Casino games have enjoyed huge success especially in the US,
probably due to legislation that has banned real online casino to a great extent.
Currently the Casino category generates approximately 17% of all revenues on
mobile (Q4 2020 US iOS), the same level of market share it has more or less had
over the past years. In other words, Casino games are the second biggest
revenue generator in the US after Match3 Puzzle games.

It’s true that Casino subgenres (Slots, Poker and Bingo ) differ quite a lot when it
comes to core gameplay mechanics, but they share a lot of similarities within
other features, especially with the recent surge of collection mechanics. It’s
therefore interesting to see how these three subgenres evolve in the future and if
they continue to adopt features from other mobile game genres.

In this report we’ll take a closer look at what the Casino category currently looks
like in the US, the main market for this genre.

Short overview of the Casino category



• During Q4 2020 Casino was the second biggest category in the US,  generating 17.2% of all US iOS mobile game 
revenues.

• Slots games remain by far the biggest Casino subgenre, responsible for 80% of the category’s revenue (US iOS).

• The Slots subgenre is highly competitive and there’s no clear number one, with the top five titles extremely close 
to each other in revenues.

• Poker/Cards and Bingo both have one “king of the hill” title making one third or even half of all subgenre revenue.

• There are trending key features that differentiate the top Casino games from the rest (Collectibles, Guild 
mechanics and Piggy Bank system)

• From a motivational perspective, Casino players are driven by Excitement, Competitive and Collection-based 
motivations.

Key points



Market
• Top games and their market share in the US iOS
• Top games and challengers in the US iOS



Top games and their current market 
share within the Slots subgenre in the US (iOS)
Key takeaways: 1) The five biggest titles in terms of revenue share are pretty even, and there are no big gaps even between the 
top 10 titles. 2) The competition for the top spot became even tighter during 2020 as Slotomania’s lead margin has shrunk. 

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard

*



Top games and their current market share 
within the Poker/Cards subgenre in the US (iOS)

Key takeaways: 1) World Series of Poker remains the genre king taking home one third of all Poker/Card game revenue. 2) 
Competition for second place is heating up as Poker Face and Spades Plus breathe down Zynga Poker’s neck. 

*

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Top games and their current market share 
within the Bingo subgenre in the US (iOS)

Key takeaways: 1) Similar to Poker/Cards, Bingo games have a clear champion with Bingo Blitz reigning supreme. 2) There are 
several titles behind Bingo Blitz fighting for second place, making the competitive landscape that much more interesting. 

*

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Top games and challengers in the Slots subgenre in the US iOS 

30d average
top grossing 

rank

Days since release

1-100

100-200

Key takeaway: The vast majority of top 100 grossing slots games have been in the market for years. They’ve been able to 
maintain their dominance with only a few newer titles threatening their position.

Slotomania™ Vegas Slots

Double Down™ Casino Slots Game

Jackpot Party - Casino Slots

House of Fun – Casino Slots 777

Big Fish Casino : Big Win Slots

Huuuge Casino Slots Vegas 777

POP Slots™ Live Vegas CasinoDoubleU Casino: 
Vegas Slots

Heart of Vegas 
Casino Slots

Cashman Casino Las Vegas 
Slots

Lightning Link Casino Slots

Cash Frenzy™ – Slots Casino

Caesars Casino

myVEGAS slots – Casino Slots

Jackpot Magic 
Slots™ & Casino

Hit It Rich! Lucky Vegas Slot

Lotsa Slots™ – Vegas Casino

Gold Fish Casino Slots Games
Quick Hit Slots – Casino Games

Wizard of Oz: Casino Slots

My KONAMI – Real Vegas Slots

Scatter Slots – Slot
Machines

Billionaire Casino 
Slots 777

Jackpot World™ –
Casino Slots

Willy Wonka Slots
Vegas Casino

Classic Casino Slots
Games

GSN Casino: 
Slot Machine 

Games

88 Fortunes Slots
Casino Games

Double Win Slots
Casino Game

Vegas Live Slots
Casino

5+ years 0 days

Game of Thrones
Slots Casino

Cash Tornado Slots -
Casino

“Old masters” “New stars”

“Rising challengers”“Old fading”

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Top games and challengers in the Poker/Cards subgenre in the US iOS 

30d average
top grossing 

rank

Days since release

1-100

100-200

Key takeaway: The Poker/Cards subgenre hasn’t been able to deliver too many top 100 grossing titles. World Series of 
Poker still remains the top dog, but Poker Face is an interesting rising challenger to keep an eye on during 2021. 

5+ years 0 days

“Old masters” “New stars”

“Rising challengers”
“Old fading”

Spades Royale

Poker Face – Play 
With Friends

World Series of Poker
- WSOP

Zynga Poker – Texas 
Holdem

Spades Plus

Texas Hold’em Poker: 
Pokerist

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Top games and challengers in the Bingo subgenre in the US iOS 

30d average
top grossing 

rank

Days since release

1-100

100-200

Key takeaway: Similar to the Poker/Cards subgenre, only a handful of Bingo games have been able to sustain a top 200 
grossing position in the US. Bingo Blitz remains the genre king, with few new titles rising to the top charts.

5+ years 0 days

“Old masters” “New stars”

“Rising challengers”
“Old fading”

Bingo Journey! Real 
Bingo Games

Bingo Party – Slots
Bingo Game

Bingo Story Live Bingo 
Games

Bingo Blitz™

Bingo Bash

Bingo Pop

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Features & Updates
• Feature data
• Implementation examples



Differentiating feature data 

within the Casino category 

The chart on the left provides insight into the utilization  
of different features in the Casino category. Here you 
can see some of the “key features” that the most 
successful fifth of casino games utilize on a much 
higher rate than other casino games. In other words, 
these key features differentiate the best from the rest.

For example, having lots of material items (in the casino 
game context this means collectible items to complete a 
full collection set) is a feature shared by 60% of the top 
Casino games, whereas it is only used by 36% Casino 
games overall.

You can dive deeper into the feature data by logging 
into the GameRefinery SaaS platform.

Overall Popularity Top 20% Popularity

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Interesting feature examples from top Casino games: Collectible albums
Albums with various collectible items (stickers, cards, stamps etc.) have become increasingly common in Casino games. The idea 
is either to get additional rewards for completing the sets or just to be able to brag to other players with exclusive collectibles. 

Slotomania Zynga Poker

Bingo Blitz
Cashman Casino Las Vegas Slots

Collectible albums and items are a 
great fit for Casino games as they 
don’t affect the core game experience 
and hence don’t seriously risk its 
balance. In other words, collectible 
mechanics are a flexible way of 
increasing the sense of accomplishment 
and progression in all Casino games. 

Collection mechanics have trended 
tremendously within the category and 
nowadays it’s hard to find a top Casino 
game without these mechanics in 
place.

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Interesting feature examples from top Casino games: Guild Mechanics

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard

Slotomania

Huuuge Casino 
Slots Vegas 777

Social play and communities are trending across all mobile games, and the Casino genre is no exception. Guilds/teams act as a 
great foundation upon which other social features (co-op tasks, team competitions etc.) can be built.

As an addition to the usual co-op tasks 
and communal rewards, in Slotomania’s 
Clans you can also trade collectibles 
with your clan-mates, resulting in nice 
synergies with the game’s Album 
mechanics.

The Billionaire League Clubs let you 
join forces with other players and play 
together with them in competitions, 
events and exclusive games. You can 
also upgrade your Club and increase 
the maximum number of members by 
collectively donating chips.



Interesting feature examples from top Casino games: Piggy Bank

Bingo Blitz

Big Fish Casino

The Piggy Bank system is a monetization feature that infuses core gameplay progression with an IAP-transaction. You fill up your piggy 
bank (usually with premium currency) by playing the game and once the piggy is full, you can purchase its contents with real money. 

In Bingo Blitz your Piggy Bank savings 
grow every time you don’t get a bingo 
and you can use boosts to increase 
your bingo savings rate. Once you’ve 
accumulated enough credits, you can 
break the piggy by making a real 
money IAP-transaction.

Big Fish Casino has implemented a 
very traditional version of the Piggy 
Bank. Each spin you make on the 
slots machines adds extra chips to 
your bank which you can open by 
making a real money IAP-
transaction. The more openings you 
make, the higher level your piggy 
bank gets (= more extra chips stored 
with each spin).

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



Motivations
• The motivation framework
• Casino game motivational map



•

•

•

GameRefinery’s Motivation Framework



Looking at the motivational map of Casino 
games we can see that on average these games 
thrive on exciting & thrilling gameplay and the 
possibility to collect treasures (i.e. collectible 
items and chips). Also, competitive aspects play 
a rather significant role in a Casino game 
players’ motivational hierarchy, which is 
especially important in the Poker/Cards 
subgenre. 

When looking at the high importance of the  
Collecting Treasure motivation, it’s no surprise 
that almost all top casino games (no matter the 
subgenre) have turned to various collectible 
mechanics to cater to their player bases’ wants 
& needs. 

Average motivational map for Casino games
Motivational drivers describe the main reasons players enjoy playing the game.
Score 5 = very important, 1 = not important

Source: GameRefinery SaaS Dashboard



We Know Mobile Games
We answer not just what is happening on 

the market but why and how it is happening

Found this report and data interesting? Want to know more 
about mobile game genres, features and your competitors? 

Visit our website at www.gamerefinery.com and log in for 
free!

You can also schedule a live demo by contacting yours truly 
at erno@gamerefinery.com

GameRefinery is part of Vungle. Learn more about Vungle
at www.vungle.com

http://www.gamerefinery.com/
mailto:erno@gamerefinery.com
http://www.vungle.com/


Log into the GameRefinery SaaS service to see tens of thousands of 
implementation examples from Casino games or any other genre!

Start making better games today!

https://saas.gamerefinery.com/#/register
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